Grapevine Propagation Method with Two Temperature Controlling Process
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Abstract
Since vine propagation methods can cause physiological stress, it has a great impact on sustainable viticulture. The aim of this review is to introduce the applied techniques in decreasing the time period and manage the physiological stage of vine cuttings by simultaneously manipulating the temperature of two nodes of the same cuttings in order to stimulate roots and inhibit shoot formation for vegetative propagation. To avoid mold and other bacterial diseases, antifungal and antibacterial treatment is applied. In asymptomatic situations, all cuttings should be treated with hot water before carrying out the rooting process. The cuttings are exposed to soilless aseptic hydrated media to maintain thermal isolation for emergence of root callus, at 25–27 °C during 3-4 weeks. Meanwhile, spatial temperature under 1 °C may result in chilly stress. More than 2 °C may have a significant influence on cutting performance, and above 4 °C stimulate microbial activity. Therefore, the system must maintain between 2-4 °C. This technique provides to viticulture farmers for regulation of root development and disease-free cuttings in a short time period.
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Introduction

There’ve been several instances of failures of young vines and the initial collapse of a new vineyard since in the 1990s’ in global vine growing boom (Aigoun-Mouhous et al., 2021). In the last 30 years, the mondial wine business has considerably transformed (Beccaria and Pretto, 2021). It has evolved from a quite small, locally oriented, family business with a European emphasis to a considerably more international industry controlled by international firms (Pomarici et al., 2021). As requirement of being international firms, there is now a greater emphasis on quality management and standardization on grapevine establishment and vegetative vine propagation (Aylward, 2005).

Nevertheless, the case of the Turkish viticulture and wine industry has a different story. According to Ottoman archives, Central Anatolia is known for its rich viticulture and production of wine, by equally, large local Christian populations and villages of Muslims participating in such industries (Balta, 2017). The intensive vine growing was mainly handled by non-Muslim communities in Ottoman Empire until barter agreements during the split of Empire. When these farmers who were intensively cultivated grapevines, left the country, their knowledge of vine cultivation were also somehow lost. This has led to loss of several native grapevine’s varieties due to lack of knowledge on cultivation. The changes in the grapevine industry mentioned above in Europe have also affected grapevine...
cultivation in Turkey in recent years, since Europe is the primary export market for Turkey. This has caused to search lost grapevine varieties to start to cultivate again in Anatolia region (Kizildeniz, unpublished data).

On the other hand, finer wines are currently producing in regions where grapes are planted in some exceedingly challenging climates and surroundings where is few or no tradition of wine production and drinking (Mahenge, 2020). Nevertheless, the grapevine sapling production sector has not encountered the same level of transformation. It is still mostly controlled by small-size and mid-size household enterprises and cooperatives, and though development into modernizing has allowed nurseries to expand production, the quality of crop varieties isn’t absolutely outstanding (Lwelamira et al., 2015; Mahenge, 2020). As far as lately, there were limited formal values or evaluation standards aimed at grapevine materials, besides cultivar and root-stock selection, additional crucial planting material features were not always properly considered by nurseries and grape farmers (Romeo-Olivan et al., 2021). Hereby, unsuccessful vineyard plantings are seen in different viticulture regions due to the use of non-standard saplings. These vineyards must be established again within five to ten years of initial planting (Smart et al., 2012; Moretti et al., 2021). Most of those unsuccessful or inefficient vines were discovered to be diseased such as Phomopsis dieback, Esca complex, Botryosphaeria dieback, and Eutypa dieback or even additional visual abnormalities that impacted growth, vitality, and durability (Stamp, 2001; Waite et al., 2015; Sosnowski et al., 2021).

Losses resulting from the unsuccessful or insufficient establishment and decrease of freshly planted vines are already considerable. The responsibility for poor quality saplings, which is underestimated during the selection of vegetative material for planting, is usually be in charge of sapling producers. (Komínek and Holleinová, 2003; Waite and Morton, 2007; Rego et al., 2009; Gramaje and Armengol, 2011; Whitelaw-Weckert et al., 2013). Moreover, here is also an increasing understanding of the effect of dormant stem illnesses and additional abnormalities on young vines (Morton, 2012; Smart et al., 2012; Smart, 2013) and the quality of planting material is increasingly shifting more broadly into the wine sector focus. This has encouraged the establishment of a detailed standard in Australia (Standards Australia, 2013), and as a consequence, the efficiency of propagation and planting materials is projected to vastly increase. Even though, the standards are currently in place in various countries, they do not detailed enough or implemented via complete practice guidelines. As a result, substandard material occasionally passes the examination.

The propagation of grapevine is very simple, but it takes both expertise and organization to generate the millions of high-quality vines required each year throughout the world for young plants and replanting to contaminated and/or unprofitable vineyards. Grapevine propagation methods are varied such as in vitro propagation (Barlass et al., 1982), pitch grafting of rooted root-stock cutting (Alley, 1957), and softwood cuttings (Warmund et al., 1986).

To accommodate the high demand stemming from the rise of the wine industry, contemporary grapevine sapling production centers, similar to industrial factories, have developed, where workers are single-task in optimized production units. In spite of significant progress toward modernization (Borsellino et al., 2012), the most key obstacle continues nurseries’ capacity to ensure a sustainable supply of safe, healthy, and consistent vines. This would need full explanations of the techniques used to produce high-quality cuttings and vines, as well as effective evaluation quality criteria for cuttings and completed vines.

Here this review describes the modern vine propagation system applied fully and/or semi auto-controlled two different temperatures in the same cuttings under soilless media treated in vertical farming methods with selection criteria for vine propagation materials.

**High Quality Vine Cuttings Characteristics**

The main features of quality grapevine sapling are accurate identification, excellent health, durability and physiological ability. Confirmed saplings of clones and cultivars should be grown free of severe viruses and plant
disease infections to maintain their physical capacity (Nicholas et al., 1992). Quality vine saplings must also be uninjured, have optimal plant geometry and well-formed graft combinations. Quality grapevine saplings from a quality nursery grow rapidly and respond well in the vineyard. When vine saplings to be used in vineyard planting are leafless, it is difficult to identify clones and cultivars. Also, the effects of stress and latent invasions are not immediately apparent. However, a visual inspection can be done to determine sapling quality. Mother vine maintenance, harvesting and pruning procedures have a significant influence on the superiorities and physical capability of vine cutting and sapling. The resistant rootstocks have allowed the trade to thrive and endure (Bisson et al., 2002). As growing improperly identified vines could have substantial financial implications, germplasm and maternal collection of vines have indeed developed in the majority of grapevine producers (Laucou et al., 2011). These essential collections were created to provide propagators with verified, authentic cuttings which are also virus-free. They are frequently examined for mistaken vines and viral outbreaks. The propagation options that have resulted from them have been crucial in diminishing the impact of grapevine viral diseases and the challenges due to misdiagnosed viruses on the business. Furthermore, certification does not all the time imply physiological competence or the absence of diseases and physical anomalies in the plants (Chien and Golino, 2006). Additionally, usage of specialized cutting is not standard, especially after the availability of certified material exceeds the need for cuttings (Waite et al., 2015).

According to Stamp (2001), the partial graft recovery is in 13% of vines and poor scarce roots, 4% of rootstock rooting and 9% of transplanted vines after evaluating various seemingly sound and healthy transplanting materials provided by a variety of nurseries. Poor, underdeveloped vines and rootstock rootlings made about 3 and 8% of the total, respectively. Consequently, 35% of rootstock rooting and 39% of grafted grapevines were found to be faulty. Vine stock with substantial flaws, such like graft unions that are smaller than 80% recovered or cuts on roots and trunks, is probably to function as expected in the vineyard and nursery. Small flaws, like graft mergers which are from 80 to 100% recovered, or scarce, irregularly distributed root, could be adequate, nonetheless the collective influence of multiple slight flaws is a significant factor when considering the associated risks with these kinds of material (Stamp, 2001).

**Disease- Free Cuttings Materials**

The cuttings are harvested and transported from the parental vine block to the propagation center as the first phase in the multiplication process. Pruning and harvesting procedures in mother vine blocks must be well maintained to provide the quality of cutting (Daughtrey and Benson, 2005). Cutting that are kept on vineyards’ surfaces are vulnerable to desiccation, infestation by soil borne pathogens, and hoarfrost injury. In cases where transport to the nursery takes longer than a few days, desiccation increases the risk of damage by hypoxia and temperature extremes. Whenever the temp of winter increases over 2 to 4 °C, the material’s respiration degree rises, as well. The accessible O2 in packing is soon depleted, and metabolic heating or the metabolites of fermentative respiration are incapable to disperse, jeopardizing the cutting survivability.

It is necessary to avoid mold and other bacterial diseases formation on cuttings that have previously been treated in antifungal and antibacterial dip or spray as integrated pest management (IPM). In asymptomatic situations, all cuttings should be treated with hot water before being used to cure various trunk diseases. Cuttings that may not be going to be treated right away could be kept inside a tidy, cool environment at 1–2 °C in tidy wrapping with multiple tiny, 7–10 mm well-spaced holes which permit air to enter the cutting deprived of risk of desiccation. In order to avoid mold growing on cuttings in cold packing, cutting was before treated with a briefly fungicidal dip or spray, dried well and saved in storage. Freezing can induce physiological stress in storage temperatures under 1 °C, and uncontrolled temperature variations exceeding 2 °C may have a detrimental influence on the quality of cutting (Hartmann and Kester, 1990). When storing temperature increases above 4 °C, microorganisms spread; as a trigger of fermentative respiration, elevated metabolic activities of the cutting create heat, exhausts existing O2 (Becker...
and Hiller, 1977). If vine materials are kept with climacteric fruits like pears and apples, additional types of stress in cold storing involve changes in metabolic ratio produced by transferring vine material into or out of preservation, along with being subjected to increased amounts of ethylene (Pierik et al., 2006).

**Hot Water Treatment**

In asymptomatic situations, all cuttings should be treated with hot water before being used to cure various trunk diseases. Since the 1990s, the wine industry has been affected by sporadic early grapevine deaths and the growing problem of non-standard grapevine production material. Hot water treatment (HWT) is applied on dormant cuttings with hot water at 50 °C for 30 min to remove first of *Phaeomoniella chlamydospora* and also other endogenous pathogens that cause mortal losses in vineyard (Figure 1). HWT is found to promote a temporary changeover to fermentative respiration and initial growth retardation in exposed material, even though the impacts of HWT on vines are not entirely explored. Vine loss has also been related to low nursery sanitation, as well as inadequate packaging and storage procedures during propagation and transplanting (Waite and Morton, 2007).

**Ozonated Water Treatment**

Grapevine trunk pathogens can contaminate the grapevine nursery at various phases of plant development. As above mentioned, hot water treatment is one way to eliminate these disease factors especially for *Phaeomoniella chlamydospora*. There is another method that applies ozone water treatment for *Phaeoacremonium minimum* and *Phaeomoniella chlamydospora* as well. With this method, aqueous ozone totally stopped spore germination in vitro. Fungal development in vines was inhibited six weeks after contamination. In the vine nurseries, ozone therapy was equivalent to standard chemical application. Aqueous ozone watering demonstrated no adverse impact on vines development (Figure 1). Due to its antifungal qualities and lack of phytotoxicity, ozone treatment is one of the possible alternative for managing disease control in nurseries (Romeo-Olivan et al., 2021).

**Best Practices Case: Soilless Two Temperature Treatment on Vine Cutting Propagation**

**Cuttings Selection from Mother Vine**

Vine cuttings must have at least three buds (or nodes); the primary, secondary, and tertiary bud. The tertiary node is exposed to IBA

---

**Figure 1.** The most successful disease-free cuttings propagation methods comparison.
treatment (not always) and then exposed to soilless aseptic hydrated media to maintain thermal isolation between the root and the emergence of root callus from the tertiary node to the primary node (Santa María Monasterio, 2005).

**Media Selection**

Cuttings are typically put into hygienic containers holding a moist but just not wet and no nutrient solution (to force capacity of cuttings for adaptation), sterile media such as perlite or vermiculite. The callusing media can be any as mentioned above, however in the case of controlling two different temperatures in the same cuttings the media should be thermal insulating such as glass wool and rock wool (Santa María Monasterio, 2005; Kizildeniz et al., 2015).

**Integrated Pest Management and Rooting Hormone Treatment**

It is essential to apply a brief fungicidal dip or spray and dry well to avoid mold growing on cuttings or avoid any existed disease transmitted by the mother vine. The material’s fundamental regeneration capability is impacted by physiological competence. Lower remarkable ratios of cuttings rooting process are associated persistently maximum rates of abscisic acid (ABA) and gibberellic acid (GA) plant hormones in several rootstock cultivars, notably *Vitis berlandieri* hybrids. Hormonal changes in cuttings naturally fluctuate over time. Cuttings growing is frequently more effective if they are treated with above mentioned hormones later in the inactive season compared to half or earlier of winter (Alley, 1979; Nicholas et al., 1992). Delaying treatment is not usually practicable in large nurseries, where hundreds of cuttings are produced over a lengthy season. Furthermore, rooting can be stimulated deprived of soaking, like, by applying artificial auxins in the indolebutyric acid (IBA) version to depends on cutting that are difficult-to-root like *V. berlandieri* hybrid rootstocks (Nicholas et al., 1992). IBA treatment for rooting has a slight effect on the varieties that are easily rooted (Nicholas et al., 1992) and grapevine cuttings (*V. vinifera*) are smoothly generated to root so the rooting hormones are rarely applied that is the case of the securing 100% rooting (Kizildeniz et al., 2015). According to Kizildeniz et al. (2015; 2018a; 2018b), cuttings of *V. vinifera* L. was selected to only three nodes and at the last node was treated to IBA as explained in Mullins (1966) and Santa María Monasterio (2005). These cuttings were maintained humid in a cold room (4 °C) until callus and root formation (3 to 4 weeks) and then the rooted-cuttings were transplanted. Keeping the IBA treated-last nodes under the temperatures of 25–27 °C stimulates callusing and rooting formation while keeping moisture in a cold room under 5 °C is allowing to maintained dormant stage of the cuttings for increasing future field adaptation with strong roots and providing the natural hormonal balance of cuttings. This also allows us to obtaining fast rooted cuttings with high success.

**Different Temperature Controlling for Callus/Root and No-Budbreaking**

Callusing occurs at a slower rate at 26–27 °C temperatures, although slower forming callus produces the most robust union than quicker growing callus (28–29 °C). Insufficient callus tissue could develop whether cutting kept in the callusing trays for longer than three weeks, preventing the growth of new phloem and xylem all over the graft union. Callus tissue must not extend more than 2–3 mm from the graft union (Hartmann and Kester, 1990). Temperature exceeding 29 °C, or high-density storage of cutting, can limit metabolic heat debauchery, which can be lethal to the cuttings.

Callused cuttings must be handled with minimizing losses or development limitations induced by shocks transplanting. Cutting is susceptible to desiccation till roots develop, thus hardening (acclimating) the buds of callused cuttings before planting them in pots or a field may be advantageous. Toughening could be achieved by eliminating the peak few cm of the callusing environment to treat the buds and graft unions and storing the callusing trays in a well illuminated but controlled conditions for two or three days (Nicholas et al., 1992). To avoid drying, tips of cutting could be coated covered with a thin coating of graft paraffin if the graft union and buds have not previously been paraffined (Nicholas et al., 1992). Unless the
Callused-cuttings are transplanted immediately into a field nursery, the grafting paraffin also can apply and able to supply for some prevention of freezing. Furthermore, intensively thick paraffin application is undesired (Hartmann and Kester, 1990). On the other hand, considering the plant physiology, waxing with paraffin is preventing cuttings from bud-breaking. The competence of bud-break, that is frequently determined, while to bud break in forcing condition, has been used to assess, if buds are endo dormant, para dormant, or eco dormant in fruit tree species (Yamane, 2014; Balandier et al., 1993a; 1993b; Fan et al., 2010; Kitamura et al., 2018). When the cuttings were exposed to callusing/rooting conditions (25–27 °C), the vegetative cuttings were also exposed to forcing conditions (as being to exposure under 15 °C) (Yamane et al., 2019). When the cuttings were exposed to callusing/rooting conditions (25–27 °C), the vegetative cuttings were also exposed to forcing conditions (as being to exposure under 15 °C) (Yamane et al., 2019). However, while the temperature is the trigger for bud-breaking and hormonal changes are already started, the applied waxing (no matter the purpose) is preventing from bud-breaking. This may cause the adaptation and success of the cuttings in the field. Therefore, in the same cuttings, two temperature degrees are needed to be applied for callusing and preventing bud-breaking, not with waxing.

The cuttings were forced to have callus/roots and meanwhile forced themselves to have buds and shoots in the conventional vegetative propagation methods. This can cause less success and adaptation in the field conditions. However, if the cuttings are only forcing to have strong callus and root formation, not forcing to have shoots meanwhile, this leads to increase the success of cuttings and best adaptation in the field. Therefore, in sterile thermal isolated media such as rock wool or glass wool, supplying 25–27 °C during 2–3 weeks for callus and root development in an environment at 4 °C for inhibiting to bud-breaking (Santa María Monasterio, 2005). When the cutting formed the callus, transplantation takes place to the pots containing media with no nutritional source for forcing cuttings to obtain their sources of shoots for increasing adaptation during an additional week (or 2 weeks) in the greenhouse until bud-breaking (Figure 2).

### Conclusion

Now it is apparent that the performance of grapevine propagation and the survival of the emerging vines are reliant on plenty of parameters, ranging from the maintenance of the mother vines to the emergence of modern vines in the vineyard. It has now obvious that the effectiveness of propagation is dependent on the use of best practices at all stages of the propagation cycle. Cutting and vine failures are largely a consequence of a transition of significant, but relatively modest, and as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONVENTIONAL</th>
<th>TWO TEMPERATURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydration</td>
<td>1st Node Temp (25–27 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold Storage</td>
<td>2nd &amp; 3rd Nodes Temp (4 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disbudding</td>
<td>Fungicide treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grafting</td>
<td>Fungicide treatment (2/week)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callusing and rooting (Propagation process)</td>
<td>Potted Plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potted Plants</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Comparison of conventional and two temperature controlling vine cuttings propagation methods.
accumulation damages. The implications of these are not acknowledged as negative.

On the other hand, the impacts of the growing environment and nursery procedures on propagating material, which is fundamentally changeable, and so can not anticipate the result of any particular propagation cycle with total accuracy, is not yet completely understood. Outcomes of the initial studies into the physiological response of cuttings and rooted vines to different protocols have yet to determine the variables that regulate the sensitivity of grapevine propagating material to propagation methods, and in this sense, there are more work still waiting to be done. In traditional rooting process is generally applied under 26–27 °C temperature conditions. However, this can also be a trigger for shooting formation as well. To suppress the shooting and protection of the other microbial factors, paraffinized was applied on the 3rd and sometimes 2nd nodes, while the cuttings have force conditions to obtain shoots under 25–27 °C. Yet, the physiological mechanism is not well known but apparently the cuttings obtaining the roots without shooting but the percentage of the success in the field adaptation is becoming low. Therefore, alternatively and obviously controlling two different temperature forcing conditions in the same cuttings for rooting (25-27 °C) and suppressing the bud-breaking and shoot formation (4 °C) is becoming more parallel to cutting physiology and increasing the adaptation possibility in the field. In this way, the cuttings will not force their limited sources at the same time for both rooting/callusing and bud-breaking/shooting formation and this demonstrates the increase of field adaptation to propagated cuttings in the long term.
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